Stability diagram of unilateral buckling patterns of strip-delaminated films.
Thin films deposited on substrates are usually submitted to large residual compression stresses, causing delamination and buckling of the film into various patterns. The present study is focused on the different equilibria arising on strip-shaped delaminated areas. The three most common types of buckling patterns observed on such strips are known as the straight-sided wrinkles, bubble pattern, and telephone cord blisters. The stability of those equilibria as a function of the two stress components of the loading is investigated. The Föppl-Von Karman model for elastic plates is used for theoretical aspects. The post-critical equilibrium paths of the buckling patterns are investigated numerically by means of the finite-element method. The substrate is assumed to be rigid and the contact to be frictionless. The equilibrium solutions can be classified into families of homologous equilibria allowing the identification of dimensionless parameters for the study of stability. A mapping of the different stable post-critical equilibria is given. It is shown that the straight-sided wrinkles and the bubbles are associated with anisotropy of stresses and/or of elastic properties, whereas the telephone cords are stable at high isotropic stresses. The morphological transitions are experimentally evidenced by in situ atomic force microscopy observations of a nickel 50-nm-thick film under stress.